The ECB’s permanent easing
Key Points


Draghi cuts forecasts, keeps policy easy



Bund yields under 0.10%, the euro falls further



Euro area: sovereign debt outperforms credit



US equities fell 2% last week as job data disappoints



Brexit: postponement increasingly likely

The ECB revised down its forecasts and eased
monetary policy. Euro area sovereign bonds
benefited from the decision, so that bund yields now
trade below the 0.10% mark. All sovereign spreads
have narrowed. Italian BTPs trade within 250bp vs.
Bunds. The impact of ECB easing was less
favourable in credit space, in particular on financials.
High yield widened noticeably (+23bp) and European
stocks fell 1% despite support from a weaker euro.
In the US, disappointing February job numbers have
amplified the bid for safety. The yield on US 10-year
note hovers about 2.65% ahead of the FOMC
meeting scheduled next week. Equities have

undergone a 2% weekly pullback for the first time this
year. The S&P index is still up some 9% in 2019. The
dollar strengthened to the detriment of some asset
classes including emerging bonds. The retracement
of emerging spreads suggest profit-taking was
overdue after a strong start of the year amid renewed
protectionist threats.
A new round of Brexit-related votes in UK parliament
is scheduled this week. This will be more of the same
in all likelihood. Uncertainty does benefit Gilts which
trade below the 1.20% mark.
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Monetary easing announced by
the ECB on Thursday 7 March
has had differentiated impacts
on asset classes.
After the ECB decision,
sovereign spreads (-4bp) have
outperformed to the detriment
of euro IG credit (+2bp) and,
even more so, equities and
high yield (+23bp).
Furthermore, financials’ bond
spreads have widened more
than the market overall. In turn,
subordinated financials (junior
and Tier 1) posted total returns
of 1% last week.

Draghi reopens the tap
The ECB took account of the economic slowdown in
the euro area that had transpired in a variety of surveys
since last autumn. The return to potential growth after
a strong year 2017 accelerated late last year due to
protectionist measures limiting world trade and political
uncertainty. The drop in oil prices (actually quite
modest in euro terms) does not compensate for the
underlying slowdown dynamics. Inflation may hover
about 1.2%ya this year on ECB forecasts before a very
slow upturn towards target. Furthermore, the ECB cut
its GDP growth forecast from 1.7%ya to just 1.1%ya in
2019. The expected recovery thereafter appears
dubious since fiscal policy remains unused in most euro
area member countries. It is true that public spending
avoided technical recession In Germany but it is by no
means a coordinated policy aimed at raising output
growth in the longer run. Debt reduction remains
Germany’s main objective. Instead, euro area countries
where public finances are in worse shape, including
France and Italy, are the ones pursuing fiscal
expansion using inadequate demand policies to tackle
supply-side issues. The lack of coordinated
government policies remains one of the main
impediments to growth in the euro area. On the
monetary front, the ECB postponed potential rate
increases to 2020, or even later. A new series of
targeted LTRO will be launched next September. The
ECB had no choice but to prolong long-term refinancing
operations as most peripheral banks cannot access
market funding at acceptable conditions at present.
The maturity of TLTRO-III will be shorter than that of
previous long-term loans (2 years instead of 4 years).
The maximum amount lent by the ECB will be 30% of
the participating bank’s loan book. This may create a
source of fragility in countries where bank credit hjas
continued to shrink despite ECB targeted lending
operations. Some Italian or Spanish banks may be
unable to roll the total amount of existing ECB loans in
this context.

FOMC to clarify balance sheet policy next
week
Activity in the US is still stronger than in the rest of the
world. Yet, retail sales disappointed over the
December-January period and employment rose only
20k in February. That prompted some (over-)reaction
form market participants although growth is still likely to
come in above potential of 1.7% on Fed estimates even
as the economy operates at full employment. In any
case, the Fed is very unlikely to roll back the dovish
language. Priority for Fed policymakers is to set a
timetable for the expected end of balance sheet
shrinkage. The recent change of tone by the Fed
played a key role in propping up asset prices. Jerome
Powell will take no risk to reignite an equity correction
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all the more so that potential dollar appreciation would
be detrimental to the US trade balance, which already
show an outsized deficit.
In the UK, Gilts remain a function of political
shenanigans around the Brexit process. A new round
of votes is scheduled with much the same issues on the
table: deal/no-deal, procrastination and postponement
of effective Brexit date.

Neutrality on rates
In terms of strategy, the major bond markets exhibit the
same bullish backdrop. The decline in bond yields
continues in the wake of ECB easing. Bund yields trade
within 0.10% helping to lower spreads across the board
in both core and non-core sovereign markets. The
spread on French OATs indeed came in within 40bp.
Recent success at Spanish bond syndication is a sign
of great investor interest for long-dated sovereign
securities. Spain’s Bonos indeed trade within 110bp.
Besides Mario Draghi’s dovish turn, the possibility of
early elections and somewhat reassuring survey data
ignited a bout of optimism in Italian bond markets. We
are still cautious on Italian bonds and prefer holding
other peripheral bonds. In the US, the Fed’s change of
heart maintains 10-year yields way under their fair
value of 3.10% at present. At 2.65%, US bond yields
are near the upper end of their forecasted range for
year-end print (2-2.75%) assuming no more hikes and
ending of balance-sheet run-off.
In equity space, the dollar’s rise proved detrimental to
US indices. It is also likely that a number of investors
chose to take profits after double-digit returns year-todate. The widespread rally in stocks provides a
favourable backdrop for profit-taking. Utilities and
telecommunication services have been safe havens
whilst cyclical stocks took a beating. The energy sector
sector lost fully 4% last week. In Europe, the drop was
cushioned by the euro’s depreciation under $1.13 as
ECB pushed out rate hikes. Banks suffer from less
favourable terms for the new TLTRO-III series whilst
cyclicals (automobiles and basic resources) resume
outperforming. The move into utilities was also quite
pronounced in European markets.
Euro Investment grade bond markets, pulled down by
financials, did underperform sovereign bond indices in
the past week. The average spread on the asset class
increased by 3bp. Flows also reversed in European
high yield and emerging bond markets where spreads
had shrunk considerably since the start of the year. It
also hints at profit-taking considering outsized capital
gains so far this year. Speculative-grade corporate
bond spreads widened by as much as 23bp in five
trading sessions. The average spread in emerging
markets (USD global diversified) is up some 20bp from
a week ago to 357bp.
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Main Market Indicators
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